The Power of Collective
Bargaining to Achieve Safe
Staffing

Overview

• Case Study Includes:
– Rest break lawsuit
– Settlement agreement that included break relief
provisions
– Contract negotiations that resulted in enforceable ratios

Background

• Ensuring nurses have adequate
staffing and are able to take their
breaks is a huge priority for WSNA

Staffing Law - Background
• WA Nurse Staffing Law - 2008
• Requires hospitals to “…participate in a joint process
regarding decisions about nurse staffing.”
• Take into account
– Acuity
– Skill mix
– Unit type
– Experience and training
– National guidelines from specialty associations and
organizations
– Evidence based research
– Review of concerns raised by staff

Staffing - Background
WA Nurse Staffing Law
Limitations
• No effective enforcement
mechanism
• Doesn’t require a hospital to follow
established staffing plans
• Management driven

Staffing Law - Background
• WA Nurse Staffing Law
• New law passed in 2017 (2019 implementation) requires:
– Strategies to enable RN’s to take meal and rest periods
– Better feedback from management on rejected staffing
plans and must submit new plan
– The hospital must implement the staffing plan and
assign nursing personnel …in accordance with the plan.
– Enhanced language to facilitate complaints/concerns
about deviations from the plan
– Provides a daily penalty if the hospital doesn’t comply
with a corrective action plan issued by the DOH.

Rest Breaks - Background
• State law requires a break of ten minutes for
every hour hours worked.
• The industry standard in Washington state for a
unionized RN is a 15-minute break every four
hours.
• A longer rest break is necessary due to the physical and
mental demands of patient care.
• The extra 5 minutes of break time is a result of collective
bargaining and is not guaranteed by law.

Intermittent Breaks
Intermittent Breaks
• Intermittent breaks (i.e. “minibreaks”) allowed
only “where the nature of the work allows.”
• WSNA believes a “break” requires a nurse to be
relieved of patient care responsibilities for one
uninterrupted 15 minute period (“block
break”).
• WA Department of Labor and Industries is in
the process of updating its guidance on this
question.

Rest Breaks - Background
• Crucial for Patient Safety
• Crucial for Nurses’ Safety
–
–
–
–

Burnout
Fatigue
Needle sticks
Musculoskeletal injuries

Rest Breaks - Challenges
• Culture of Intimidation and Retaliation
• Time management problem

• Break buddies
– Require nurse to double up on patient assignments
– Does not allow the breaking nurse to completely hand off that
patient assignment
– Gap in patient care

• Barriers to accurately recording missed breaks
– e.g. missed break logs, written explanation, etc.
– Should be easy to punch in a missed break

Rest Breaks /staffing - Background
• WA Nurse Practice Act
– Fear of patient abandonment and licensure
exposure
– Standards of care/fear of harming patients
– Inadequacy of leaving patients under supervision
of a tech, LPN, etc.
– Impossible situation of choosing to be unsafe v.
insubordination

Rest Break Legal Strategies
• Lawsuits
– Unions are able to sue in their “associational capacity” to
advance the interests of their members.
– Similar to a class action
– Three part test:
• Members would have standing to sue in their own right
• Interests advanced are germane to organization’s purpose
• Claim does not require the participation of the organization’s
individual members

Rest Break Legal Strategies
• Lawsuits
– WSNA has brought rest and meal break lawsuits at several
WSNA-represented hospitals
– Example of successful outcomes:
• Sacred Heart v. WSNA (2014): Missed breaks count as “time
worked” and may cause RNs to work overtime.
• St. Joe’s v. WSNA (2016): Case settled on eve of trial for $5
million in damages, promise to provide block breaks house
wide, and 26 new FTEs dedicated to providing rest break
relief

Rest Break Legal Strategies
• Arbitrations
– WSNA has brought rest and meal break arbitrations at
several WSNA-represented hospitals
– Arbitrations have alleged that hospitals have failed to live
up to rest break promises set out in CBA
– Examples of successful outcomes:
• Intermittent breaks do not fulfill contractual requirements,
employer must provide “block breaks.”
• Breaks must be given at midpoint of shift, hospital cannot
provide “end of shift” breaks.

Case Study

The Lawsuit
• WSNA brought a lawsuit in 2010 for failing to provide
adequate rest breaks.
• Lawsuit sought damages for unrecorded missed rest
breaks and improper pay for recorded missed
breaks.
• Litigated the case for four years
• The case settled on the eve of trial

The Settlement Agreement
Promises related to rest breaks:
1.No violation of the staffing ratios
2.RNs cannot be disciplined or counseled for
recording a missed break
3.No Approval Required to Record a Missed
Break
4.No Retaliation For Recording Missed Break

The Settlement Agreement
• “In no case shall the mechanism used [to provide a
rest break] result in a violation of the staffing plan
established by the Nurse Staffing committee.”

• WSNA took the position that the break buddy
system violated the settlement because it required
RNs to care for more patients than the staffing
ratio permits.

Post-Settlement Agreement
The Hospital continued to use break buddies
The number of missed rest breaks skyrocketed

The Arbitration
• WSNA put on evidence about what RNs did in
various departments, and why doubling up on
patients was not safe or possible.
• The Hospital defended by arguing that the “buddy”
was not providing active patient care.

The Arbitration Award
“The assurance that each nurse is relieved of
patient care for the contractually mandated rest
period as required by the Settlement
Agreement, without resulting in a violation of
the staffing plan is nonviable using the buddy
system.”

The Arbitration Award
“The issue, according to the WSNA, goes far
beyond the mere number of missed breaks or
payment for those missed breaks. … They
contend that the nurse providing the break now
has a nurse to patient ratio that doubles when
the nurse ‘buddy’ takes over the healthcare of
their assigned patients.”

The Arbitration Award
“The nurse, on break but on call for urgent
circumstances, continues to feel the professional and
legal responsibility for the assigned patients.”
“The nurse on break should be free from worry and
concern, with the knowledge that the nurse's colleague
is providing the necessary attention to the assigned
patients. If that nurse has her/his own patients,
doubling the potential workload, even for 15 minutes,
the time away from work is not really a break.”

The Arbitration Award
“Nursing requires knowledge, experience, dedication and
concentration, tempered with compassion and patience,
to successfully care for patients in need. The related
stress, both physically and mentally, warrant occasional
time away from their assigned task.
…
Although the nurses are paid for the missed breaks, it is
apparent that the actual break from the rigors and stress
of their nursing duties is of paramount importance.”

The Arbitration Award
The Hospital was ordered to:
•“cease from using the buddy system as a
means to provide rest breaks.”
•“Each unit, for each shift, shall staff, schedule,
and assign a nurse to serve as a reserve or float
nurse with the precise assignment of relieving
other scheduled nurses for their authorized
breaks.”

The Arbitration Award

Federal Suit to Enforce the Award
• The Hospital sued in federal court to vacate
the Award.

Contract Negotiations
– Rest breaks and staffing at the heart of
negotiations
– Timeline –
• Contract expired days after arbitration award, so our
legal efforts were coming to a head precisely at the
same time we were entering contract negotiations.
• 2 month extension
• Took than a year of bargaining to reach a deal

– Overview of key issues in negotiations
• Employer and union proposals

Employer Proposals
• Rest breaks
• Decrease in rest between shifts to
7 hours
• Combining clinical services
• Significant takeaways to health
care benefits

Union proposals
Three major themes
•Staffing
•Safety
•Training

Legal Issues in Collective Bargaining
• Unfair Labor Practices
• Duty to Bargain
• Impasse
• Strikes

Unfair Labor Practices
Conduct by employers or unions that violates
federal (private sector) or state (public sector)
collective bargaining law
National Labor Relations Act
(“NLRA,” “Wagner Act”)
29 U.S.C. §151 et seq

Unfair Labor Practices
Protected Concerted Activity:
Two or more employees acting in concert to
complain/challenge the employer on wages,
hours, or working conditions.

Unfair Labor Practices
•NLRA Section 8(a)(1) (“Interference”)
•1) Interfere with, restrain, or coerce
employees in the exercise of the rights
guaranteed in section 7 of the Act (Section 7 of
the Act entitles employees to form, join, and
assist labor organizations; to bargain
collectively; and to engage in concerted
activities for their mutual aid);

Unfair Labor Practices
Right to be free from TIPPS:
T hreats
I nterrogation
P romises
P olling
S urveillance

Unfair Labor Practices
•NLRA Section 8(a)(3) (“Discrimination”)
•Discriminate against employees regarding any
term or condition of employment to encourage
or discourage membership in the union;

Unfair Labor Practices
•NLRA Section 8(a)(5) (“Failure/Refusal to
Bargain”)
•Refuse to bargain collectively with the union
(including a refusal to provide the union
necessary information).

Unfair Labor Practices - Remedies
Goal: Restore status quo ante
•Return parties to original positions
– Reinstatement
– Back pay

•Erase effects of misconduct
– Notice postings
– Bargaining orders (NLRB v. Gissel Packing Co.)

Unfair Labor Practices
WSNA filed 26 ULPs against the Hospital during
negotiations, alleging:
•Unilateral changes
– Ceasing “gainsharing program”
– Unilaterally increasing patient loads (LPN team
model)

•Discrimination
•Interference
– Threats/discouraging union activity.

Escalation –
building to reach a
fair contract

Small Acts: Show Support for the
Bargaining Team
• Wear a WSNA pin or participate in “Wear Blue” days to show
the employer that your bargaining team has the strength of
the entire unit behind it.
• Come to a bargaining session or other event.
• Give a high five or a donut to the team.
• Take the strike manual to work and share it.
• Come to unit meetings.

Medium Actions:
• Learn to talk powerfully about chronic understaffing;
• Write a letter to editors or call in to radio shows;
• Educate friends or community groups by speaking to them; community petitions;
• Talk to elected officials about the Hospital’s actions;
• Take a delegation to management to demand a fair contract;
• Be bold and visible: talk about the need for collective action
at work with you co-workers during non-working time.

Big Actions:
Handbilling/Picketing
• Picketing
and
leafleting
creates
press
opportunities and brings public awareness to the
critical issues around unsafe staffing and puts
community pressure on the Hospital to reach a fair
contract.
• A series of small group actions can be just as
powerful as one large action.
• Social Media use

Strike
• A strike is a collective work stoppage aimed at
gaining concessions from an employer.

• Employees are protected from being fired or
retaliated against for engaging in a strike.

Strike
• Economic strike v. ULP strike.
– A ULP strike is one that is motivated in part by the
employer’s unfair labor practices
– An economic strike is one that is motivated only by
the desire for economic concessions
– The employer can permanently replace workers on an
economic strike but not workers on a ULP strike.

Strike
• Strikes carry significant legal risk and should only
be taken after consultation with legal counsel
and a review of the specific facts of each case.
• A strike is workers’ most powerful weapon.

Success!
– 5:30am deal that included groundbreaking gains
– Ratios
• First CBA we’re aware of that includes enforceable
staffing ratios
• Penalty for exceeding the ratios
• Charge nurse receives penalty if more than half a
patient load
• Fought off other takeaways
• Rest Break Update

